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Abstract 

Ballistic transport and quantun1 effects of two-diInensional electron gases (2DEG's) in 

Subluicron-sized mesoscopic structures made from GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructures are inｭ

vestigated. Experiments described in this thesis consist of two parts. The first part 

(Section 4.1) relates the magnetic focusing of ballistic electrons with narrow wires conｭ

necti時 two wide 2DEG reservoirs. The second part (Sections 4.2-4.5) relates the ballistic 

transport of 2DEG's in artificially imposed periodic potentials called antidot lattices. The 

quantization of classical orbits, the interference of backscattered orbits, and the insulator 
to quantum Hall liquid transition in the structures are discussed. The outlines of these 

experiments are shown as follows. 

Magnetic focusing with parallel wires (Section 4.1) 

Magnetoresistance modulation resulting from the magnetic focusing of ballistic electrons 

is investigated with a pair of wide 2DEG reservoirs separa七ed by etched regions and 

connected by narrow conducting wires placed in parallel with an equal distance. Distinct 

peaks in the low field magnetoresistance of the samples are observed when the cyclotron 

radius and the distance between the wires have commensuration relations. The specularity 

factor p of electrons for the boundaries of the etched regions is obtained to be p 応 1 from 

the peak heights. The ballistic length is also derived from the peak heights and found to be 

n1uch shorter than a mean free path obtained from a Hall measurement. The mechanism 

limiting the ballistic length is discussed by examining the temperature dependence of the 

magnetoresistance peaks. 

Ballistic transport in antidot lattices (Section 4.2) 

Chaotic transport of 2DEG 's in antidot lattices , two-dimensional arrays of almost circular 
depletion regions , is investigated. Typical electron trajectories in the antidot lattices 

depend strongly on the lattice type and affect low 五eld magnetoresistance. A 2DEG in a 

triangular lattice of antidots with a large diameter shows a large peak at zero magnetic 

field whereas a 2DEG in a square lattice of antidots with the same diameter shows small 

zero-field resistance and a peak at a finite magnetic field. 
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Quantization of circular orbits in antidot lattices (Section 4.3) 

011antization of classical orbits circulating around a single antidot under magnetic adds 

Ji11mtip凶 Due to the quantizat肌 magnωresistance oscil附s with a period of 

about hfLA as a function of magnetichld, where A is the mbcell am  ofhantidot 

lattice. In the magnetoresistance of a 2D EG in a 叩are lattice of ant凶は the amplitude 

of the oscillations has a maximum around a peak where the localized orbits circulating 

around a single antidot are formed. 

Coherent backscattering in antidot lattices (Section 4.4) 
Interference of backscattered orbits in antidot lattices is investigated. Due to the interｭ

ference , the magnetoresistance of a 2DEG in a triangular lattice of antidots shows large 

amplit吋e osci11ations near zero magnetic field with a period of about h/2eA , half of that 
discussed in the last section.The amplitude of the oscillations has lattice type dependｭ

ence. For triangular lattices , the amplitude reaches 20% of the zero-field resistance , two 
order of maR11itude larger than those of previous experiments on metal structures.On 

巾 otherhand?for 叩are lattic民 the oscillations are almost invisible. The experimental 

results are conlpared with a theory for diffusive electrons. 

Insulator to quantum Hall liquid transition in an antidot lattice (Section 4.5) 

Experin1ents on the insulator to quantum Hall liquid 七ransition in an antidot lattice are 

described.The transition from insulator to quantum Hall liquid shows a axed point 

where the magnetoresistance is independent of temperature. Scaling exponents are also 

detern1ined. The n1agnetoresistance and the Hall resistance still oscillate with magnetic 

f�ld with a period of h/2eA in the insulator and h/ eA in the quantum Hall state. 

1V 

Austug 

Die ba叫11日lS坑tische Lei比tung und der Qua剖ntene汀ekt旬e der zwe白idin1ensionale Electτonengases 

(ρ2DEGs吋) in unterm巾1

erostrukturen we訂rden erforschtιExperimente beschriebt in dieser These besteht aus 

zweien Teile. Der erst民e Teil (βSekt凶tiめon 4.1) be白schreibt den1 111agnetisch児en Fokussierun 

der ba叫llis“tiおschen Elek仁tronen in mesoskop戸IS託chen St訂rukturen wo etwas enge Dr 誌副ht叫te ve訂rト-

bi吋en zweien weiten 2DEG Beh忌i七er. Der zweite Teil (Sektionen 4.2-4.5) beschreibt die 

ballistische Leitung der 2DEGs in k�stlichem periodischem Potential genannt Gegenｭ

pu比tgitter (a凶dot lattices). Die Quantelu時 der klassischer Bahnen, die In凶terfcrcr
Rü凸ick仁w'è託王rtstreuung ， und der Isolator-quantisierte Hall Fl�sigkeit Ubergang in den Strukｭ

turen werden er�tert. Das Folgende zeigt den1 U nui゚ diese Experimente. 

Magnetischer Fokussieru時 mit parallelen Dräl山n (Sektion 4.1) 

Magnetoresistenz Modulation aus magnetischem Fokussierung den ballistischen Electronen 

mit zweien weiten 2DEG Beh誌ltern getrennt von ge舩zten Gegenden und gebunden von 

etwas parallelen gleichwertigen leitenden Dr誌hten wird erforscht. Klare Spitzen in niederｭ

felder Magnetoresistenz wird gesehen wo der Zyklotronradius und der Abstrand zwischen 

Dr臧ten haven vergleichenden Verh込ltnisse. Der Spiegelung Faktor p f� der Grenzen den 

ge艘t Gegenden wird p 勾 1 aus den Hるhen der Spitzen erlangt. Die ballistische L舅ge wird 

auch aus den Hるhen der Spitzen gezieht , und wird kurzer als mittlere freie Weg舅ge gezｭ
ieht aus Hall Messung gefunden. Der Mechanismus , der begrenzt der ballistische Lぬge ，

wird von der Temperatur Abh舅gigkeit der Magnetoresistanz Spitzen er�tert 

Ballistische Leitung in Gegenpunktgitter (Sektion 4.2) 

Die chaotische Leitung der 2DEGs in Gegenpunktgitter , zweidimensionale Ordnung der 

etwa kreisf.るmigen Verarmungsgegenden, wird erforscht. Typischen electronischen Trajekｭ
torien in den Gegenpunktgitter h瓦ngen stark von den Typ des Gitter ab , und kommen in 
niederfelder Magnetoresistenz. Ein 2DEG in einem dreieckigen Gitter mit einem gro゚en 

Durchmesser zeigt einer gro゚en Spitze in dem nuIlen Mgnetfeld , aber ein 2DEG in einem 
quadratischen Gitter mit dem gleichen Durchmesser zeigt klein nullfelder Resistenz und 

einer Spitze in einem endlichen Magetfeld. 
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Quantelung der kreisfδrmigen Bahnen in Gegenpunktgitter (Sektion 4.3) 
Die Quantelung der klassischen Bahnen in Gegenpunktgitter wird erforscht. Wegen der 

Qωr肘lung ， schwingt die Magnetoresistenz mit ein Periode von etwa 九/eA f� der Funkｭ

tion dem Magnetfeld , wo A ist dem Fl臘henraum der Einheitzelle dem Gegenpunktgitter. 

In der Magnetoresistenz dem 2DEG in einem quadratischen Gitter der Gegenpunkte, hat 
der U mfang der Schwingung einen Hるchstmaß in einer Spitze wo lokalisierte Bahnen, die 

laufen eine Gegenpunkt um , wird geformt. 

J{oh益rente R�kw舐tsstreuung auf Gegenpunktgitter (Sektion 4.4) 

Die Interferenz der r�kw舐sstreuenden Bahnen in Gegenpunktgitter wird erforscht. Weｭ

gen der Interferenz , zeigt die Magnetoresistenz eines 2DEG in einem dreieckigen Gitter 

des Gegenpunkte Gro゚amplitude Schwingung in nullen Magnetfeld mit ein Periode von 

etwa fρeA ， der halben Periode der Schwi時ung in der letzten Sektion. Die Amplitude 

der Schwingung hat Abh舅gigkeit von Gittertypen. F� dem derieckigen Gitter , reicht 
die Amplitude zu 20% der ganzen Resistanz , twei Ordnungen der Gr�e gro゚er als das 

vorhergehende Experimente von Metallen Strukturen. F� quadratischen Gitter, ist das 
Schwingung fast unsichtbar. Die experimental Resultate wird mit einer Theologie f� 

difIus electronen vergleicht. 

lsolator-q uantisierte Hall Fl�sigkeit ﾜbergang in einem Gegenpunktgitter 

(Sektion 4.5) 

Experinlente �er denl Isolator-quantisierte Hall Fl�sigkeit Ubergang in einem Gegen-

punktgitter wird beschreibt. Der ﾜbergang aus Isolator zu quantisierte Hall Fl�sigkeit 

zeigt einelu Fixpunkt wo die Magnetoresistenz ist unabh舫gig von Tempera加re. Ma゚ｭ

faktoren werden gestin1n1t. Die Magnetoresistenz und die Hall Resistenz schwingen mit 

Magnetfeld luit ein Priode von h/2eA in des 1叫ator Zusta凶 und h / eA in des qua凶i山rte

Hall Fl�sigkeit Zustand. 
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V1l1 

Chapter 1 

Introd uction 

In a macroscopic system which we can see with our eyes , the motion of an object can 
be described by classical theories such as Newton mechanics and electrolnagnetics. In a 

lnicroscopic system such as an atom and a molecule , the behavior of the particles obeys 
quantunl mechanics. Recently, there are growing interests in the ((mesoscopic systenlS" 
[1 , 2] which have in此terrr口nle児di悶at句e sizes between those of macroscopic and microscopic sysｭ

tenlS. Rapid advances in microstructure fabrication [3 , 4] and high quality cry山1 growth 

techniques [5 , 6] have enabled us to explore peculiar properties of the mesoscopic sLrucｭ

tures. 

The mesoscopic size can be scaled by characteristic lengths such as the mean free 

path le (average distance between the elastic scattering) , the phase coherence le時th lφ 

(distance over which an electron maintains its phase coherence) , and the Fermi wavelength 
入F (de Broglie wavele時th of an electron with the Fenni energy). Semiconductor is 

suitable material because the Fermi wavelength and the mean free path are so large that 

structures smaller than these lengths can be fabricated wi th recent technology. For a 

two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in a GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructure (explained in 

Chapter 2) the Fermi wavele時th is typically 40 nm and the mean free path reaches 1-100 

μln at low tempe凶ures (rv 1 K) [1] 

Experiments on the transport of 2DEG's in mesoscopic structures smaller than the 

mean free path but larger than the Fermi wavelength have shown that the motion of a 

ballistic electron in such structures can be described as the motion of a classical particle. 

The electric response of a sample having a number of leads can be evaluated by the 

billiard model [7, 8, 9], which gives transmission coefficients between the leads. The 

La吋auer-B註ttiker formula [10 , 11 , 12], relates these transm﨎sion coefficíents もo voltages 

and currents at the leads when the sample is coherent. 

Parts of this thesis deal with 2DEG's in artificially imposed periodic potentials. Alｭ

though the per卲d of the potential is smaller than the mean free path, the sample has 
rather a macroscopic size. The transport of the 2DEG in the potentials can not be deｭ

scribed by the Landauer-B�tiker formula because it 﨎 not plausible anymore that the 
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whole area of the sample is coherent. This thesis describes the experiments on the transｭ

port of the 2DEG which requires a different approach to describe the conductivity. More 

importantly, this also provides experimental results on chaotic systems. Electron trajectｭ
ories in two-dimensional periodic potentials are essentially chaotic. The resisti vity of the 

2DEG in the potentials can measure an aspect of the chaotic dynanlics. Furthermore , 
when the phase coherence length is nluch larger than the period of the potential, quantum 
dynamics in a chaotic system can be probed. This thesis also provides experimental studｭ

ies on the physics of quantum chaos. 

The experinlents described in this thesis consist of two parts. The first part (Secｭ

tion 4.1) relates the magnetic focusing of ballistic electrons in mesoscopic structures 

where a couple of wide 2DEG reservoirs are separated by etched regions and connecｭ

ted by a number of narrow wires placed in parallel with an equal distance. From distinct 

peaks observed in the low field magnetoresistance of the structures, fundamental paraｭ
Jneters are obtained such as the specularity factor , which characterizes the scattering at 
the boundaries of etched regions , and the ballistic length, which measures the l:inearity of 
electron trajectories. 

The second part (Section 4.2-4.5) relates the ballistic and the quantum transport 

of 2DEG >s in periodic potentials called antidot lattices. The antidot latti c:e, a twoｭ

dünension叫 array of almost circular depletion regions , can be considered as a J apanese 

ganlble game pαchinko. The electrons change their trajectories by the antidlot potenｭ

tials as if the pachinko balls take chaotic motions due to the collisions with nails on the 

pachinko board. The main differences between the antidot lattice and the pachinko board 

are as follows. (i) The electron lnotions in a凶dot lattices are measured by resistivity 

which relates to the diffusion of the 2DEG. (ii) The chaotic properties of electrons can be 

cont川led by nlagnetic field. (iii) The antidot lattice become a quαntum pαchí~nko w hen 

the phase coherence length is larger than the period of antidots. 

1n Section 4.2 , chaotic trajectories in the lattice of antidots with a large diameter 

are exanlined. The lattice type dependence of magnetoresistance peaks is disc:ussed. In 

Section 4.3 , the quantization of classical orbits circulating around a single antidot under 

a lnagnetic field is investigated. Due to the quantization , magnetoresistance oscillates 
with a period of hj eA as a function of nlagnetic field. Here , A is the area of the unit 

cell of the antidot lattice. 1n Section 4.4 , the interference of backscattered orbits in 
the antidot lattices is discussed. Due to the interference, magnetoresistance around the 
zero 111agnetic field oscillates with a period of 九j2eA ， half of that discussed ill1 the last 

section. The amplitude of the oscillations is very large for 2DEG's in a triangular lattice 

of antidots. The anlplitude is sensitive to the lattice type. 1n Section 4.5 , insulator to 
quantunl Hallliquid transi七ion in a triangular lattice of antidots is described. 

2 

Chapter 2 

Review of transport properties in 

lIlesoscopic structures 

2.1 Introduction 

Mesoscopic phenomena relating to this thesis are reviewed. As described in the last 

chapter, transport phenomena in mesoscopic systems can be categorized by the nlean fr 
path le and the phase coherence length lφThe Fenni wavelength 入F characterizes thc 

quan七ization of electron states. Anoもher interesting scale, having the energy d Ìlnensioll, 
is a charging energy e2 j2C of a single electron, where the Coulonlb blockade may occur 
[13 , 14, 15]. 

For investigating mesoscopic physics , Si metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect tranｭ
sistors (MOSFET's) or nlodulation-doped GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructures are usually 

used. A GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructure, used in this study, is suitable to study ballistic 
phenomena because of a large mean free path. We first describe the material. Later , we 
describe ballistic phenomena and quantum phenomena in mesoscopic structures. 

2.2 GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructures 

The GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructures are frequently used as starting nlaterials for fabricatｭ

ing lnesoscopic structures. The heterostructure is epitaxially grown on a GaAs substrate 

by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metal organic chemical vapor epitaxy (MOCVD) 

A typical GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructure consists of a GaAs buffer layer on top of a 

semi-insulati時 GaAs substrate, an undoped AlxGal-xAs spacer (x rv 0.3) , a Si-doped 

AlxGal_xAs layer and a Si-doped GaAs cap layer. Figure 2.1 shows the band-bending 

diagram of a GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructure. Due to the higher electron affi.nity of GaAs 

compared to AIGaAs , free electrons activated from the doped AIGaAs layer are transferred 
to the undoped GaAs buffer layers and form a twかdimensional electron gas (2DEG) at the 
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Ballistic 2.3 

dimensional electron gas is formed in 

the undoped GaAs buffer at the interｭ

face of the AIGaAs spacer layer. ~ 

One of the interesting phenonlena caused by the ballistic motion of 2DEG's in the GaAsｭ

AIGaAs heterostruc七ures is the traverse magnetic focusing of elecもrons. ElecLrons 

from a constriction are focused by magnetic field and enter the other constriction. 

technique have been proposed by Sharvin [18] and have used to investigate Fermi 

and surface condition of films. [19 , 20 , 21]. 

日rstly investigated the nlagnetic focusing of a 2DEG in GaAsｭ

AIGaAs heterostructures [22, 23], demonstrating the ballistic nlotion of the 2DEG. A 

sample for magnetic focusing experimen七s is shown in Fig. 2.2. Three wide 2DEG regions 

are separated by split gates that deplete the 2DEG beneath those gates. Current contacts , 
2 and 3, are placed to two reservoirs that are connected through a point contact between 

a pair of split gates. Voltage dωifference iおs meaおsured between a∞the訂r point contact (1 a叩I口1

4吋). Whe叩n the児e cyclotron d出iameter of electrons is equal to the distance between the point 

contacts , the voltage difference between the point contact (1 and 4) increases because 

electrons emitted from the other point contact enter the collecting point contact and raise 

nlit七ed

his 

pheres 

恥1agnetic focusing of ballistic electrons 2.3.1 

van Houten et α l. interface of the AIGaAs spacer layer. Because of the strong electrostatic potential at the 

interface, electron motion perpendicular to the interface are quantized while the electrons 
can nlove parallel to the interface. At the surface of the GaAs cap layer) the Fenni level is 

pinned at ahnost the 111iddle of the band gap because of high density surface states. The 

band of the doped AIGaAs layer bends due to the positive charges at donors. Si impurities 

in AIG仏s make the DX center) deep traps involving a large lattice relaxation [16]. Due 

existence of the DX centers, the heterostructure shows persistent photoconductvity 
(PPC) at low temperatures , where phoω七Oφ-excit旬ed electrol 

ven after tur口ning of百f the lightι . 

to th 

七he electrostatic potential. 

J unction scattering 2.3.2 

Roukes et The ballistic electrons are largely a百ected by the geometry of the samples. 

[24] lneasured the Hall voltage of quantum wires a凶 found that the Hall voltage 

quenches around B = 0; the derivative of the Hall voltage with respect to the magnetic 

field is almost zero. This is called quenched Hall e百ect. While many attempts were 

addressed quantum mechanically, it was appeared that these phenomena are explained 

by classical n1echanics. The or�in of the voltage vanishing is boundary scattering at the 

rounded junction. With the rounding of the corners at the junctions , electrons easily 

αl. 

Because the ﾌl1terface between the GaAs layer and the AIGaAs layer can be fiat with an 

atonlic scale and with low density of interface traps, boundary scattering at the interface 
negligible. Moreover) since the 2DEG is separated from the doped AIGaAs layer by 

AIGaAs spacer layer, the inlpurity scattering by positively charged donors in the doped 
layer can be greatly reduced [17]. As a res山， electron mobility increases signifìca凶y at 

low ten1peratures where the electron-phonon scattering is suppressed. Recently reported 

heterostructures have an electron mobility exceeding 107 cm2 /Vs , which corresponds to 
an electron mean free path of 100μn1 [5 , 6]. This indicates that the GaAs-AIGaAs 

heterostructure is suitable for investigating the ballistic transport of 2DEG's. 

can b 

th 
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enter the front channel of the junction even in low magnetic fields because of the wide 

opening of the wires at the junction [8, 25]. 

2.3.3 Antidot lattices 

There have been many studies on periodic potential systems. One interesting purpose of 

the studies is making an artificial lattice in a two-dimensional electron gas. Electronic 

levels make bands because of the Bragg refiections. One of the final goals in the twoｭ

dimensional potential sy批ms is to observe the Hofstadter b叫terfiy [26] in the energy 

spectrunl of the system. When the magnetic field is applied, energy levels show a fractal 

structure which has a period of h/ e as a function of magnetic fiux threading through one 

unit of the periodic potential. 

When the potential period is smaller 七han the mean free path of electrons , the transｭ
port shows ballistic feature in the conductance of the systems. With an one-dimensional 

periodic systenl nlade by a holographic ted凶ql民 Weiss et al [27] have observed periodic 

oscillations as a function of the inverse of the magnetic field. When the cyclotron diaｭ

meter of electrons has a commensurate relation with the period, the drift velocity of the 
ce凶er of the cyclotron lTIotion is largely enhanced [28]. This is also explained by using 

the broadening of the Landau levels at high magnetic fields [29]. 

An antidot lattice [30] is one of peculiar potential systems. A two-dimensional periodic 

potential is so strong that it forms a two-dimensional array of small depletion regions in 

the 2DEG plane [31]. When the period of the antidots is slTIaller than the mean free path 

of electro爪 a sequence of peaks appears in the magnetoresistance [32]. The orilgin of the 

peaks has been explained with a classical pinball model where the formation of localized 

orbits enclosing a set of antidots increases the magnetoresistance. 

2.4 Quantum e百'ects in mesoscopic structures 

2.4.1 Aharonov-Bohm e釘ect

The Aharonov-Bohm effect is predicted by Aharonov and Bohm [33]. Because the vector 

potential enter directly the phase part of a wave function , the phase of the electron 
can be changed by the vector potential. This phenomena can be observed in solids. 

Magnetoresistance oscillations occur with a period of h/ε[34] in a normal rnetal ring 

because the transnlitted waves interfere with each other as shown in Fig. 2.3 (a) 

2.4.2 Weak localization 

At low ten1peratures an electron maintains i 七s coherence over a finite distance , even after 
su百ered fr0111 111ultiple iInpurity scattering. 80 the phase coherence length can be much 
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longer than the mean free path. Although the Boltzmann equation [35] ignores the ﾎnｭ

terference between different electron paths which are refiected by n1ultiple i111purity scatｭ

tering , it becomes important at low temperatures that the conductance is altered by 

the inte巾rence of backsc州ered waves [36]. The coherence of an electron appears as a 

decrease in the conductance of the samples. Since a nlagnetic field dephases the interｭ

ference , the conductance increases as a function of magnetic fields. These phenomena 

are quantitatively explained with calculations using the Green function cxpression. A 

physical explanation is given as the coherent backscatteri時 of electrons [37, 38] 

2.4.3 Altshuler-Aronov-Spivak effect 

Alt山üer ， Aronov, and Spivak (AAS) have predicted that lllagnetoresistance osciIlates 
wi th a period of 九/2e as a function of the fiux threading a cylindrical sanlple. The efIect 

is caused by the interference of the backscatteri時 of an electron as shown in Fig. 2.3 (b). 

Interference between a pair of backscattered wave survives after the ensemble averaging 

for the positions of impurities. The amplitude of the conductance oscillations is of the 

order of e2 
/ h 

8harvin and Sharvin firstly observed the 九/2e oscillations by usi時 a metal cylinder 

[39]. The amplitude of the oscillations is very snlall; 0.1 % of the total resistance. The 

AAS oscillations are observed in various geon1etries; for example , networks , [40 , 41 , 42], 
cylinders , [43, 44, 45 , 46], rings [34] , and ladders [47]. 

(a) (b) 

h/e h/2e 

7 

Figure 2.3: Electron trajectories for (a) 

九/e and (b) fρe interference effects. 

Injected electron is shown by arrows at 

the bottom terminals. Transmitted arｭ

rows are shown along the ring. 
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Chapter 3 

Sarnple preparation and experirnental 

procedure 

3.1 Introduction 

1n this chapter, the procedure of fabricating samples and the setup for measuring the 
resistance of the samples at low temperatures are described. 1n the first section, the 
modulation-doped GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructures used in the study are described. In 

the second section, the procedures for fabrica七ing the samples including electron-beam 

lithography process are explained. 1n the last section , the 4He cryostat , the djlution 
refrigerator, and the setup of electronics for measuring the low temperature resistance of 
samples are explained. 

3.2 GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructures 

Two modulation-doped GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructures , MD806 and MD1341 , are used 
for the studies. They are grown on semi-insulating GaAs (100) substrates by molecularｭ

beam epitaxy (MBE). Their layer structures are shown in Fig. 3.1 

The wafer MD806 is used for the the magnetic focusing experiments described in 

Section 4.1. This wafer has a graded AlxGal-xAs layer where the Al fraction linearly 

changes from x = 0.3 at the interface of the doped Alo.3Gao.7As layer to x = 0 at the 

interface of the doped GaAs cap layer. The two-dimensional electron gas is formed in 

the undoped GaAs buffer layer at the interface of the undoped Alo.3Gao.7As spacer layer. 

The depth of the 2DEG is 62 nm from the surface. The electron density and the mobility 

measured at different temperatures are listed in Table 3.1. The Fermi wavelength，入p=

J不s ， and 山 mean free path, le 二郎伊五~/e, calculated from these values are also 
listed in the table. 

The wafer MD1341 is used for the experiments on the antidot lattices described in 
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700nm undoped GaAs 

GaAs substrate 

5nm Si-doped GaAs 

60nm Si-dopedl AL _Ga~ ~As 
0.3 0.7 

30nm undoped Al ~Ga" ~As 
0.3 0.7 

500nm undoped GaAs 

GaAsl AL Ç3~ _As superla口ice
0.3 0.7 

(6.6 nm 16.5 nm) x 20 periods 
400nm undoped GaAs 

GaAs substratE! 

Figure 3.1: Left: the n10dulation-doped GaAs-A1o ・ 3GaO.7As heterostructure MD806 used 

for the ma.gnetic focusing experiments described in Section 4.1. Right: the heterostructure 

MD1341 used for the studies on antidot lattices described in Sections 4.2-4.5. 

Table 3.1: The electron density ns and the mobility μH of the 2DEG in the heterostructure 

MD806 111easured at room temperature , 77 K , and 4.2 K. The Fermi wavelength 入F and 

thc lnea.n free path le calculated from these values are also listed. 

Temperature 川 (10 11 cm-2
) μH (cm2 jVs) 入F (nm) ん (μm)

RT 2.1 7 300 55 0.055 

77 K (light) 5.1 180 000 35 2.1 

77 K (da.rk) 1.9 77 000 58 0.55 

4.2 K (light) 5.3 850 000 34 10 

4.2 K (dark) 2.1 150 000 55 1.1 

10 

Table 3.2: The electron density ηs ， the 1110bilityμH ， the Fermi wa.velength 入F ， a.nd the 

mean free path le of the heterostructure MD 1341 at roon1 ten1perature , 77 K , and 1.5 K. 

Ten1perature ns (1011 cm-2) μH (cnl'2jVs) 入F (nm) ん (μm)

RT 5.9 6 400 33 0.081 

77 K (lig批) 4.6 180 000 37 2.0 

77 K (dark) 3.2 200 000 44 1.9 

1.5 K (light) 3.7 1 900 000 41 19 

1.5 K (da.rk 2.8 1 600 000 47 14 

Sections 4.2-4.5. The two-dimensional electron gas appears 95 nlTI below the surfa.ce. 

The GaAs-Alo.3Gao.7As superla.ttice layers are inserted in the undoped GaAs buffer layers 

in order to eliminate crystal defects which grow fron1 the GaAs substrate. The electron 

density ηs ， the mobility μH ， the Fermi wavelength 入F ， and the mean free path lc are 

listed in Ta.ble 3.2. The wafer MD1341 has a mobility exceedi時 106α112jVs. The 

heterostructures with high mobility are obtained just before the exhaustion of an Al cell 

in the MBE. 

3.3 Fabrication procedures 

The sequence of sample fabrication , shown schematically in Fig. 3.2 is as follows. 

Mesa etching (1) AZ pl川oresist is spin-coated to a thickness of approximately 1μm 

on the chemically cleaned surface of a heterostructure wafer. The wafer is prebaked. 

(2) The photoresist is exposed with a mercury 1amp through an optical mask. (3) The 

exposed parts of the resist are removed with AZ developer , followed by a rinse in water 

The wafer is postbaked. (4) The surface of the heterostructure is etched with a mixture 

of H2S04 , H2 0 2 , and H20 (1:8:600) to define the conduction regions. (5) The remaining 

photoresist is relTIoved with methy1 ethyl ketone (MEK) , then rinsed in ethano1 and water 

Ohmic contacts (6) AZ photoresist is spin-coated again. (7) The photoresist is exposed 

and deve10ped as in the steps (2) and (3) to form the Ohmic contact electrode patterns 

(8) Eutectic alloy of AuGe (88%-12%) is evaporated onto the wafer (七ypically 1700 Á) , 
with subsequent evaporation of a thin Ni 1ayer (.500 ﾁ) and a Au layer (50λ). (9) The 
AuGejNi/ Au layers on the photoresist are removed with the resist layer 1eaving the metal 

layers on the heterostructure surface (liれ-0百 technique). (10) The A心ejNijAu layers 

訂e alloyed in H2 or N2 atmosphare at a maximum temperature of 4500C (temperature 

11 
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Figure 3.2: Sequence of fabrication procedures for the samples described in the thesis. 
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increased from 1500C to 4500C for two mﾎnutes and then decreased to 1500C for two 

minutes) 

Pads and bonding After electron-beanl lithography [procedures (11) ー (15)] described 

in the next sectkon, Au/Ti layers are evaporated onto the Ohmic electrodes for Au wire 

bonding. Au and Ti layer are also evaporated on the back side of the wafer for soldering 

to a dual-in pad叫e (DIP). The DIP is made from n01日lagnetic materials. The wafer is 

scribed and cleaved into chips , which are lTIounted with a AuSn solder onto a DIP. The 

electrodes on the chip and the leads of the DIP are connected with Au wires (30μmゆ)

with a thermal bonder. 

3.3.1 Electron-beam lithography 

For electron-beam lithography, an electron-bealTI writer JEOL JBX-5FE is used. The 

nlaxinlunl acceleration voltage is 50 k V , the minimum beanl diameter is 5 n111, and the 
五eld size for the maximunl resolution is 80 x 80μm. 

The lithography procedure is as follows. (11) Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is 

spin-coated on the surface of a heterostructure to a thickness of approxinlately 100 nm. 

This is then prebaked at 1600C for an hour. (12) The PMMA is exposed with the eleciron 

bealn writer. (13) Next, it is developed in a mixture of methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) and 

isopropyl alcohol (IPA) , then rinsed in IPA. (14) The bared surface of the heterostrωture 

is etched with the H2S04:H202:H20 mixture. A shallow-etching technique is utilized in 

which a slnall anlount of the Si-doped AIGaAs layer is slightly left to minimize the lateral 

depletion at the boundaries of the etched regions. (15) Finally the PMMA is removed by 

MEK with a subsequent ethanol rinse. 

3.4 Electronics for data acquisition 

In this section, we describe the helium cryo山t [48] and the dilution refrigerator [49] used 

for resistance measurement. The setup for the lneasurement is also descr兊ed. 

3.4.1 Helium cryostat 

Measurements down to 1.5 K are performed with a liquid-helium cryostat (Oxford Inｭ

struments SM-3). The diagram of the cryostat is shown in Fig. 3.3. This has a liquid 

nitrogen chamber, a liquid helium chamber, and a sample chamber. Each chamber is 

thermally separated by a vacuum chamber. With a heater mounted to a sample holder in 

the sample chamber, the temperature of the sample can be changed from 1.5 K to room 

temperature while operating a 6 tesla superconducting magnet in the helium chamber. 

Liquid helium can be introduced from the helium chamber to the sample chamber via a 

13 



Needle valv 

Sample holder 

Liquid 地
chamber 

Vacuum 
chamber 

Sample 
chamber 

Liquid He 
chamber 

Superconducting magnet 

Figure 3.3: A helium cryostat used for n1easurements above 1.5 K. Liquid helium is 

transfered from the liquid He chamber to the sample chamber via the needle valve. 

needle valve. After closing the needle valve, the sample can be cooled down to 1.5 K by 

pUlnping on the sample chamber with a rotary pump. 

3.4.2 Dilution refrigerator 

A dilution refrigerator (Oxford Instruments Kelvinox 300) is used for measurements below 

1.5 K. It has a cooling power of 300μW at 0.1 K and the lowest temperature of 7 mK. 

The diagran1 of the dilution refrigerator is shown in Fig. 3.4. 

We describe the essence of the operation principle of the dilution refrigerator. This 

has a closed circuit filled with 七he lnixture of 3He and 4He gas. At low telnperatures, the 
mixture condenses and separates into two phases in the mixing chamber. One of these 

phases is almost pure 3He. The other phase is mostly 4He , but even at T = 0, it has a 6% 

3He in1purity. Since the density of the 4He rich phase is larger than that of 3He rich phase, 
4He rich phase occupies the lower part of the lnixing chamber. If the liquid-vapor interface 

in the still is kept at about 0.7 K , n10st of the vapor will be 3He. Pumping on this vapor 
will relnove 3He from the 4He rich phase and destroy the equilibrium between two phases. 
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Condenser line 

1 K pot 

Still heat exchanger 

Counter-current 
heat exchanger 

Sintered silver 
heat exchanger 

3He rich phase 

4He rich phase 

Sintered silver 
heat exchanger 

3He pumping line 

Still 

Mixing chamber 

Sample sockets 

Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of a dilution refrigerator. In the mixing chamber, 3He rich 
phase and 4He rich phase are separated. In the still, 4He rich phase and 3He vapor phase 
are separated. 
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In order to restore equi1ibrium, 3He atoms “evaporate" across the phase boundary at the 

mixing chamber from the 3He rich phase to the 4He rich phase. As the evaporating atoms 

take heat , the mixing chamber coo1s down. Due to techno1ogica1 progress in the heat 

exchange nlechanism, such as a silver heat exchanger, we can readily obtain millike1vin 
temperatures with the dilution refrigerator. 

Samples are mounted on three 16・pin sockets for DIP's at the bottom of oxygen free 

high conductivity copper rod connected to the mixing chamber. In order to make thermal 

contact , a semiconductor chip (sample) is mounted by AuSn onto the heat sink of an 16-

pin DIP package. The packages are tightly fixed to the sockets with screw. Leads to the 

samples are sufficiently anchored thermally to the mixing chamber, still, and the 1 K pot. 

3.4.3 Measuring electronics 

Magnetoresistance measurements are perfornled by a phase-locked alternating current 

measurenlent technique. The setup for the measurements using the 4He cryostat is shown 

in Fig. 3.5. Three 10ck-in amplifiers (EG&G Princeton Applied Research Mode1 5210) are 

used for nleasuring the current 1, longitudinal voltage l仏 and transverse voltage \今. For 

the 111碍I刈ic focusing experiments, the resistance R is obtained by R = 九/1. For measｭ

urements on antidot samples , lnagnetoresistance Pxx is obtained by Pxx = (W / L) (九/1)，

and the Hall resistance Pxνis obtained by 向=時/1， where W is the channel width and 

L is the distance between a pair of potentiometric probes. 

Altcrnating current is fed from the vo1tage output of an internal oscillator (OSC OUT) 

in a 10ck-in amp1ifier through a high-impedance resistor (1 MD-1 GD) and a reference 

resistor (1 kD) in series. These resistors are put into an aluminum box (Pomona Type 

3231) to reduce noise. The current 1 is monitored by measuring the vo1tage drop in the 

1 kD reference resistor. The current is minﾏlnized (100 nA to O.ln nA) corresponding 

the samp1e temperぬlres in order to avoid the heating of electrons [伊50句]. The a叫lter口rna

currnet f白requency is set to 8-75 Hz. 

he connections to the sanlple in the cryostat are made with a terminal box made from 

an alunlﾎnum box with 16 BNC female termin叫s. These terminals connect e1ectrically 

to 16 pins of the sanlple socket in the cryostat via twisted wires. The termimal box has 

switches to short the lines to the ground to avoid electrica1 shock to the sample. 

Data nleasured by these lock-in amplifiers are transferred to a personal computer 

(NEC PC・9801ES) via the GPIB (IEEE-488) bus. The computer controls the magnetic 

fie1d , gets the data, disp1ays them on a screen , and saves them to a hard disk. 

The curre凶 for the superconducti時 magnet is provided by a power supply (Oxford 

Instrul11ents MK3). The output current is controlled by a digita1-to-analog converter in 

an acquisition/ contro1 unit (Hewlett Packard 3497 A) which is connected to the personal 

computer via the RS-232C 1ine. The output current is monitored with a digita1 rnultimeter 
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1Mn 

GPIB bus 

RS・232C

Figure 3.5: The setup of magnetoresistance measurement with 4He cryostat. The lock-in 

おurements are also utilized for the dilusion refregerator. 
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(Hewlett-Packard 3457 A) by measuring voltage drop at a reference resistance in the power 

jup内 Data are also transferred to the personal compl州市 GPIB bus 
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Chapter 4 

Results and discussion 

4.1 Magnetic focusing with parallel wires 

4.1.1 Introduction 

The lnagnetic focusing of a 2DEG with parallel wires is reported by Naねmu日 et al. [51]. 

In the samples, as shown in Fig. 4.1 , two electron reservoirs are separated by insulating 
regions and connected by a number of narrow wires placed in between the insulating 

regions in parallel with an equal distance. The insulating regions are created by focused 

ion beam (FIB) implantation [52] in that study. The nlagnetoresistance of the samples 

shows peaks due to the nlagnetic focusing of electrons emitted from a wire and coUected 

into another wire. From the height of the peaks it is revealed that the electron scattering 

at the boundaries of the implanted region is partially diffusi ve. 

A ballistic length lb is also derived from the peak heights , and found to be larger than 
the length of the wires l. This result suggests that the wires can still be considered as 

point contacts, through which the electrons flow adiabatically. Further, lb is found to be 

considerably shorter than the mean free path le obtained from a Hall measurement on 

the starting material [51]. The reason for the short lb is considered to be high sensitivity 

to small angle scattering, as reported by Spector et al [53]. However, it is possible that 

the samples are degraded by damage which is introduced during the focused ion beam 

inlplantation. 

In this section, we describe the electron focusing with the same structure but defined 
by electron beam lithography and wet chemical etching [54]. This can minimize the 

infiuence of damage during the fabrication process. Distinct peaks are found in the magｭ

netoresistance of the samples regardless of the wires being longer than lb' The specularity 

factor p for the boundaries of the etched regions is obtained to be p 勾1. We find also in 

this study lb is much shorter than le. To specify the mechanism limiting the short lb , the 
temperature dependence of lb is examined. 
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Figure 4.1: Geometry of a sample with wires (N = 4) for the magnetic focusir 

perinlent“s. l's and Y's represent current terminals and voltage terminals, respectively. 
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The samples are fabricated from the heterostructure MD806 described in Chapter 3, the 
same material used in the experiment by Nakamura et al. [51] The geometry of a sample 

is shown in Fig. 4.1 , where the shaded regions are defined by electron beam lithography 
and etched chelnically. N arrow wires connect two 2DEG reservoirs in parallel with the 

separation s = 2μm. Numbers N of the wires are 1, 2, 4, and 6. The length l and 

the width W of the wires are 4μm and 0 .4 μm ， respectively. Yoltage drop between the 

two 2DEG reservoirs is obtained by four-terminal measurements, using lock-in amplifiｭ
ers operating at 33 Hz and a current of 100 nA with the helium cryostat described in 

Chapter 3. 
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4.1.3 Magnetoresistance of parallel wires 
Figure 4.2: Normalized nlagnetoresistance curves for four samples with different numbers 

N of wires at T = 2 K. Ma昭g伊I附O悶山

R(B = 0) , whぬ are 川似 m and 147Q for N=L2?43and6 , wectMj 

Arrows above peaks i11dicate the calculated magndicneld position at which the peaks 

should be observed. Insets show the electron trajectories for each peak. 

Figure 4.2 shows the curves of magnetoresistance R as a function of magnetic field B 

perpendicular to the 2DEG plane for samples with different numbers of wires at T = 2 K 

under ilhunination. These curves are normalized by the zero field resistance R(B = 0). At 

high nlagnetic fields (B と 0.5 T) , the Shゆnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations are observed 

for each sanlple. 

For the sample with N = 1, low field magnetoresistance decreases monotonically with 
increasing magnetic field. This negative magnetoresistance is caused by the depopulation 

20 
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of quantum channels and the s叩pression of badぽattering within the wires [55 , 56]. The 
negative magnetoresistance is also observed in the samples with N ど 2.

For the samples with N 三 2 ， in contrast to the sample with N = 1, successive peaks 
are superimposed on the negative magnetoresistance for B く 0.5 T. Three large peaks, 
denoted as a, b1, and b2 in Fig. 4.2 , appear in the same fields for these sanlples, and the 
height of each peak increases with increasing N. The height of the peak a，ムRα ， measured 

from a base line connecting adjacent dips, reaches almost 35% of R(B = 0) for the sample 

with N = 6. In addition to the three main peaks , two other small peaks, denoted as c 

and d, are also resolved for samples with N と 4.

The magnetoresistance modulation is caused by the magnetic focusing of electrons 

emitted from a wire and collected into another wire. The magnetoresistance have a local 

maximum when 

2irc = js: (4.1) 

where i and j is integer (i , j 三 1) ， rc is the cyclotron radius given by rc 二九kp/eB ， and 

kp = 2π/入F 二♂可 is the Fermi wavenumber. This means that magnetoresistance has 

a peak when the cyclotron diameter 2r・ c has a rational relation to the separation of wires. 

FrOln Eq. 4.1 , the peak position Bij is given by 
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(4.2) 

1n Fig. 4.2 , the arrows above the three large peaks , a, b1, and b2, in each magneｭ
toresistance curve for the samples with N 三 2 show the calculated field positions Bl1' 

B21' and B 31 , respectively, where kp = (21rns)1/2 is obtained from the period of the SdH 

oscillations , 
2e 1 

η。二一-

3 h ム (1/B) , ( 4.3) 

where ゚ (l/ B) is the periood of the SdH oscilations as a function of 1/ B. The coincidence 

between the peak positions and the expected positions confirms that the peaks correspond 

to the lnagnetic focusing from a wire to the nearest neighbor wire with (いi 一 1り) reflection 

at the boundary of insulating region as illustrated in the inset a , bl , and b2 in Fig. 4.2. 

The arrows above the small peaks c and d for the samples with N = 4 and 6 in 

Fig. 4.2 indicate the field positions B 12 , B32' respectively. These peaks correspond to the 
trajectories entering the second neares七 neighbor of an emitting wire as shown in the inset 

c and d in Fig. 4.2. We find an excellent agreement between the calculated positions and 

the observed positions. 

4.1.4 Specularity factor 

The length of trajectory at the peak a is the same as that at the peak b1 as shown in 

Fig 4.3. The difference is that at the peak b1 the electron is reflected at the boundary. So 
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a 

Figure 4.3: Trajectories a and b1. They have 

the same trajectory length but b1 has a reｭ

flection at the boundary. 

the difference between ムRb1 and ムRαnleasures the specularity of the boundary. 1n the 
expe位叩rin江ülle

t出ha刈at the specularity factor p defined by p = ßRb1 /ムRα ， is approximately unity 

This result contrasts with that on the wires defined by the focused ion beam implantｭ

atiorh where p=035is obtained for tile b011Maries of impimted regiom[511Tile fact 

p 勾 l for the wet etched boundary shows that the application of the method to obtain p 

is reasonable?since t11e boundaries of wet etched regions are considered to be specular by 

other experiments [22 , 53, 57J 

The peak b2is relatively small and no peaks are seen i11higheradds corresponding bo 

t>3.This is because the cyclotron diameter becomes closer to the width of the wil-es aL 

high fields (2r c =ωwhen B 二 0.6 T) 

4.1.5 Ballistic length 

The peaks c and d for the samples with N - 4 and 6 are considerably smaller than 

the peaks a , b1, and b2, indicating that the number of focused electrons decreases exｭ
ponentially with increasing length of the electron trajectories. The exponential decrease 

is confirmed by other experüne山 [53 ， 58]. We assume that the observed peak height is 

proportional to the number of electrons focused into a collecting wire 151?531 We defm 

the ballistic length by 

ムR(j) α (N -j) exp(-πjS/lb) ， ( 4.4) 

ヤhere 巾 is the length of the electron trajectory between a pair of wires separated by 

j s. N ulnbers of possible trajectories between the two wires is N _ j 

From the ratio of the height of the peak a and that of the peak c (trajectories are 

shown in Fig. 4.4) for the sample with N = 4, we evaluate lb to be 1. 9μm. This lb is 

comparable to 山1.8μln obtained from the samples defi白n削 by the F1B implantation 

[511T11e ballistic length fb isnve times as small as the mean free path Je obtained from 

a Hall measurement on the starting material. 

The length of the wires is two times as large as the ballistic length. This suggests that 

pomt contacts are not necessarily needed for the magnetic focusing experiments. One 
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Figure 45:Magnetoresistance for the sample with N=4at diEerent temperatures 仕 m
2k to30 K.Each curve has been oEset upwards from the one below by 50 Q. 

shows tile temperatue dependence of mean free path le (circles)evaluated from Hall 

rneasurements and ballistic length lb (squares) obtained fronl the peak height 
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Figure 4.4: Trajectories a and c. 

jectory length of a is two times larger than 

that of c. 

The tra-
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of the reasons why sharp peaks have been observed can be considered that the focusing 

effect is enhanced by the electron collimation [59] at the exit of chemically etched wires 

with rounded corners. 

1.0 0.5 

B (T) 

0.10 Temperature dependence of peak heights 

In order to investigate the mechanism limiting lb , the temperature dependence of the 
peak height is exanlined. Figure 4.5 shows magnetoresistance data for the sample with 

N = 4 at temperatures ranging from 2 K to 30 K. Although the amplitude of the SdH 

oscillations decreases rapidly with increasing temperatures , the heights of low field peaks 
is unchanged below 8 K. Above 8 K, the peak height gradually decreases, in accordance 
with the increase in the zero field resistance. 

4.1.6 

Inset 

Magnetoresistance of the 

sample wi th N = 2 for different elecｭ

tron density ns. ns = 2.5 x 1011 cm-2 

for the upper curve and 5.1 x 1011 cm-2 

for the lower curve. The electron dens-

Figure 4.6: 

j ty is controlled by illumination to the 

sample. Arrows on the upper curves 

indicate the field positions where the 

inset in Fig. 4.5 shows the temperature dependence of lb and le. Similar tendencies 

of lb and le indicate that the mechanisnl limiting lb is the same as that limiting le ・ The fact 

that no change can be seen below 8 K suggests that the primary mechanism is the ionized 

renlote impurity scattering in this telnperature region. For the scattering mechanism in 

high-mobility GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructure, it has been pointed out that the small angle 
scattering is a nlain scattering event [60]. Considering that lb is sensitive to the small 

angle scattering, it is reasonable that lb is lnuch shorter than le. 

Th 

9: 
庄

0.5 

同1e exanlined the electron density dependence of the peak heights. Figure 4.6 shows 

11lagnetoresistance data for the sanlple with N = 2 at saturated electron density (ns = 

5.1 X 1011cm -2) and at half of the value (九s = 2.5 X 1011Cln-2) , controlled by illun1ﾍnation 
to the sanlple. For the magnetoresistance with ns = 2.5 x 1011cm-2, low field peaks 
disappear which should exist at the positions indicated by arrows. This suggests the 

Electron density dependence of peak heights 4.1.7 

peaks should appear. 2.0 1.5 1.0 
B (T) 

0.5 。degradation in the ballistic length. 

The reduction in peak heights by applying gate voltage over a 2DEG is reported by 

Spector et al [61]. They suggests two possible origins for this effect; decrease in electron 

2.5 
24 



density and introduction of potential inhomogeneity. For the present case , however, the 
possibility of introducing potential inhomogeneities can be excluded because the sample 

illumination controls the electron density uniformly compared to the control with a gateｭ

Therefore , it is plausible that the disappearance of the peaks is caused by decrease in 

electron density. 

4.1.8 Conclusion 

In conclusion , the magnetic focusing of electrons is investigated using samples with narrow 

wires de白ned by electron beam lithography and chemical etching. Distinct peaks due to 

tile magnetic focusing are observed in the magnetoresistance-The specularity factor p 

for tile boundaries of etched regions is obtained to be pzlfrom the peak heights. 

Temperature dependence of the peak heights is consistently explained by the impurity 

scattering at low temperatures. 
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n-AIGaAs 

AIGaAs 

GaAs 2DEG 

Figure 4.7: An antidot lattice structure. An array of shallow holes are created on a 

GaAs-AIGaAs heterost:ructure. The 2DEG below the holes is depleted. 

4.2 Ballistic transport in antidot lattices 

4.2.1 Introduction 

A two-diInensional electron gas (2DEG) in an a凶dot lattice [31 , 30], a twoか-din1ensional

array of almost circular depletion regions , shows a series of peaks in low field magneｭ

toresistance [32 , 62]. The peaks appear when a commensuration relation between the 

cyclotron radius and the antidot period is satisfied. Weiss et al. [32] attribute the inｭ

crease in the magnetoresistance to the formation of localized orbits circulating around a 

set of antidots. 

The origin of the peaks is explained by other groups with different ways. Fleischmann 

et al. [63] have analyzed chaotic trajectories in smooth antidot potentials and obtained 

conductivity with the Kubo formula [64]. They attribute the increase in the magnetoｭ

resistance to the quasi-periodic orbits circulating around an a凶dot. Baskin et αl. [65] 

have shown that “runaway" trajectories, traversing along a array of antidots , increases 
σxx and thus Pxx when σ口《 σxY' In this section, experiments on the magnetoresistance 
of 2DEG's in antidot lattices with a large antidot diameter are described. 

4.2.2 Experimental procedure 

The samples are fabricated from the heterostructure MD1341 as explained in Chapter 3. 

On the surface of the heterostructure, the Hall bars with a channel width of 16μm and 

a distance between the potentiometric probes of 16μm are defined. On the whole area 

of the Hall bar, a two-dimensional array of shallow holes is created as shown in Fig. 4.7. 

The depth of the holes is about 600 ﾁ. The doped AIGaAs layer are slightly remained in 

order to minimize the lateral depletion. 

Two lattice types , a square lattice and a triangular lattice as shown in Fig. 4.8 are 

prepared. The period αof both lattices is 200 nm and the diameter d of the etched holes 
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is about 110 nm with a fiuctuation of rv  10 nm・ Note thatαand d are much sho rter than 
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4.2 . 3 恥1agnetoresistance of antidot lattices 
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x
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ance curves are shown i11Fig 49(b)for a square aMa triangular lattice 
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Figure 4.9: (a) The Hall resistance Pxy and (b) magnetoresi山nce P口 as a function of 

magnetic field B for a triangular (叫id lines) and a square lattice (broken lines) of antidots 

measured at T = 1.5 K in the dark. 
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of the triangular lattice with differｭ

ent electron densities ns' At B = 0 

the curves , frorn top to bottom, corｭ
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an antidot in a triangular lattice. 

lattice. The value Pxx at B = 0 is about four tirnes as large as that of the square lattice, 
and drops rnonotonically as n1agnetic field increases. The oscillations around B = 0 will 

be discussed in Section 4.4. 

becomes large , electrons can no I 
n no longer go straight because the motions are blocked by the 

M1tidots[671We have calculated the electron motiOIls in both lattice types based on the 

The monotonic change in the low-field n1agnetoresistance for the triangular lattice 

also contrasts with those previously reported experiments on triangular lattices [66] in 

which several magnetoresistance peaks appear but no increase at B = 0 is observed. This 

inlplies that the difference comes from the size of the antidots. 

pinball model [63] ・ We have used smooth antidot potentials for a square lattice? 

V(r) = 川ベヰサベ宅三)1
2 

The diameter of the antidots can be controlled by illumination. As the electron dens-

ity is increased by illumination, the antidot diarneter decreases [32]. Figure 4.10 shows 

n1agnetoresistance curves for different illumination conditions. It is apparent that the (4.6) 
zero field resistance drastically decreases as the antidot diameter decreases. This tend-

where al = (1 ， 0)αand a2 = (0 ， 1)αFor a triangular lattice, we have 

内) =川ベヰ~)ベ午) cos (~勺
ency is also con五rmed by rnagnetoresistance measurernents with sarnples having various 

diameters. 

(4.7) 

The exponents are defined to show the (0 ， 1)α 

The Fermi energy is ddned to give a diaInter similar to the 

一一
(ゾ3/2 ， 1/2)αand a2 

same potential steepness. 

expenmental condition. 

一
where al Calculation of electron trajectories 4.2.4 

Fig…4.11 (ザ shows that an electron trajectory in a 叩are lattice potential 

antidot dlameter ls set to half of the antidot period.The trajectory shows an electron 

This great difference in n1agnetoresistance between the square and triangular lattice can 

be explained by the lattice type dependence of the diffusion of ballistic electrons. 

diffusion constant D is related to the conductivityσby 

The 

-
噌
，
i[
 

The 

tends to move straight in the square lattice potential. 

From the caIC11lati011s with a triangular lattice potential?we obtain a result that con-

(4.5) σ = e2gD , 

trasts with the square lattice case. A圧écted by the triangular potential, electrons can not 
where 9 is the density of states at Fermi energy. Thus we can evaluate resistivity from 

the diffusion cons七ant.
move straight as shown in Fig 411(b)This implies small dimmon of electrons in the 

As the zero field resistance is 
triangular lattice compared to that in the square lattice. 

When the antidot diameter normalized by the antidot period d/αis much smaller 

than unity, electrons can go straight over a long distance at B = O. However, when d/α lllversely proportional to the diffusi 
lI1uslOn constant, the resistivity of the triangular lattice is 
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creases in the resistivity at B=O by illumination for the triangular lattice with increaSIng 

electron densi ty. 

4.2.5 Conclusion 

267ニzrrz:;;:: ロごt工::e;:ニ::す??に;;:て;:;;?::::
latticeωs sn1叩n1a山
ted t出ha抗t t山he d出i百erencαe c∞ome白s from the di百erence in the c11nus剖lOn 01 oa 

zero field. 
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4.3 Quantization of circular orbits in antidot lattices 

4.3.1 Introduction 

The Sh山凶wv-de Haas (SdH) oscillations occur due to the qua凶zation of the cycloｭ

tron orbits. The quantization condition can also be explained by a semiclassical Bohrｭ

Sommerfeld qua凶zation method. The SdH oscillations are periodic in 1/ B because the 

enclosed area changes as a function of magnetic field. 1n an antidot lattice the electron 

motion is strongly affected by antidot potentials. So the electron can enclose alnlost salue 

area in different magnetic fields. So the quantization condition can be periodic in B. 

Sin1ilar oscillations have been observed as the Aharonov-Bohm effect in solids. The 

Aharonov-Bohm (AB) e百'ect has been commonly observed in the magnetoresistance both 

of mesoscopic metal [34] and semiconductor [68 , 69] rings. Two electron trajectories 

passing through opposite sides of the ring acquire a relative phase shift proportional to a 

magnetic 日以 threadi月 through the ring [33]. According to the phase shift, trar 
C∞o effi.cien凶t of electrons throt以1 the ring changes with the period h/ e. This effect does not 

accon1pany the quantization of the energy states. 

Similar effects have been found in systen1s with quantum dots [70 , 71] at high fields 
At sufficiently high fields edge states are formed along the boundary of the sample. If 

the edge state makes a loop along the boundary of the quantum dots they have discrete 

energy levels because the phase difference acquired after a revolution along the edge state 

loop should be 21f multiplied by an integer. As the fiux through the loop shifts the 

phase di百erence ， the discrete energy levels successively intersect the Fern1i energy and the 

n1agnetoresistance oscillates with a period of h/ e. Thus the oscillations accompanies the 

quantization of energy states. 

1n this section, we describe the observation of the quantization of circular orbits in 
antidot lattices [72]. The magnetoresistance of 2DEG's in antidot lattices has a peak, as 
shown in Section 4.2, at a magnetic field where localized orbits encircling one or several 

a凶dots are formed [32]. The oscillations observed here are believed to originate from the 

quantization of the localized orbits around a single antidot. 

4.3.2 Experimental procedure 

The samples are fabricated from MD1341 heterostructure. The samples have square 

arrays of antidots with a period ofα= 200 nm. We prepared samples with three different 

diameters d of the antidots by changing the exposure time of electron beam. We made 

measurements at T 三1. 5 K using lock-in amplifiers operating at 75 Hz and a current of 

10 nA with the helium cryostat. 
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Figure 4.12: Magnetoresistance at T = 1.5 K for the antidot lattices with three differenも

diar凶ers d (d ^-'70 , 80 , and 100 nm). Magnetoresistance of the starti時 materials (dashed 

line )is also plotted 

4.3.3 Magnetoresistance oscillations 

Figure 4.12 shows the magnetoresistance Pxx at T = 1.5 K for three antidot samples and 

for the starting nlaterial. At high fields , Pxx of the starting material shows the Shubnikovｭ
de Haas (SdH) oscillations for B > 0.4 T 

We estiInate the antidot diameter d from the assumption that 27・c^-'α - d is satisfied 

at Lhe onset of the quantunl HaU regin1e (ρxx -̂' 0). We obtain d ̂-' 70 , 80, and 100 nm 

for each antidot salnple in Fig. 4.12. 

For each antidot sanlple , peaks appear at B = 0.9 T which may originate from the 

formation of localized orbi ts encircling a single antidot because 2r c ̂-'αis satisfied at the 

peak positions [32J. The peaks at B = 0.3 T for the samples with d ̂-' 70 and 80 nm 

are ascribed to the fornlation of localized orbits encircling four adjacent antidots. For the 

sanlple with d ̂-' 100 nn1 , the peak of this type is not observed, since such localized orbits 
are blocked by large antidots. These peaks (at B = 0.3 T and 0.9 T) are insensitive to 

tenlperature because the intrinsic mean free path is much larger than the antidot period 
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The most surprising feature for the sample with d ̂-' 100 nm is that fine structures arp. 

observed arou山l町eak (0.4 T 三 B 三 1.0 T) which correspondsωtMorIMOIl--ii 
localized orbits encircling a single ant耐 These structures show d蜘e凶 t叫e削i
dependence from the background peaks described above. 

Figure 4.13 (a) shows the magnetoresistance for the sample with d ̂-' 100 nm obtained 

at T=15k and 4.2K.The ihe structures are almost invisible inbhe magnetoresistance 

at T 二 4.2 K. In order to extract the temperature dependent part of the magnetoresistｭ

MIce7We subtract data at T=4.2k from data at T=1.5k numericallypas show -

Fig. 4.13 (b). This curve shows that the 白川tructures are 1制Y to 0民伽e periodically 

in B rather than in 1/ B for 0.4 T 三 B 三1. 0 T although the periodicity breaks for B > 1 
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:igu山6: Difference betw…he magnetoresÎstan……t T = 1.5 K 山 2K
1 Wo curves are plotted for the samples with d rv 80 nm and 100 nlll. 
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Figure 4.14: Peak (valley) posiｭ

tions of the magnetoresistance osｭ

cillations versus peak index for 

the sample with d rv 100 nm. The 

straight dashed line is fitted to 

the peak position for B く1. 0 T , 
giving the peak period of 0.10 T. 
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T. Moreover, the amplitude of the oscillations has a maximum at 0.9 T , which coincides 
with the lnaxinlum of the background peak. 

To clarify the periodicity of the oscillations, the peak positions versus peak indices are 
plotted in Fig. 4.14. The numbers are defined to coincide the index of the Shulコnikov-de

Haas oscillations at higher fields. The figure clearly shows that the oscillations are periodic 

in magnetic field with a period of about 100 mT. It is not similar to the Shulコnikov-de

Haas oscillations which is periodic in 1/ B. As shown in Fig. 4.15 , the oscillations are not 
periodic in 1/ B 

。

。

10 12 2 468  
Index 

4.3.4 Antidot diameter dependence 

The anlplitude of the fine oscillations decreases as the antidot diameter decreases. As 

shown in Fig. 4.12 , the amplitude for the sample with d rv 80 nm is small, and the 
oscillations disappear for the sample with d rv 70 nm. 

Difference between magnetoresistance curves at T = 1.5 K and 4.2 K for the sample 

with d f'V 80 nm is shown in Fig. 4.16 together with data for d rv 100 nm. The period of 

the peak for the sanlple with d rv 80 nm is obtained as ムB = 96 mT , which is almost 

the same as that for the sample with d rv 100 nm. The anlplitude of the oscillation for 

d rv 80 nm is much smaller than that for d rv 100 nm. 

4.3.5 Quantization of localized orbits 

We estimate that the fine oscillations are believed to be a manifestation of the AB effect. 

The oscillations are not SdH oscillations because they are periodic in B rather than in 

1/ B as mentioned above. The oscillation period is nearly equal to h/ eA = 103 mT, where 
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Figure 4.15: Inverse of magnetic 

field where peaks are observed 

in the nlagnetoresistance oscillaｭ

tions plotted for index for the 

sample with d rv 100 n111 (closed 

circles). Shub凶cov de Haas osｭ

cillations of the starting material 

are also plotted (open squares) 
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A ニ α2is the area of the unit cell of the antidot lattice3suggesting that the oscillations 

-ue from the quaI1tization ofbhe localized orbits encircling an antidot-

t k i d s w h e r e 山 osci 山ns 仰ar a悶r閃川叩e刊叩q中u山山i
. For a ring sample, the oscillations emerge aro 

22;:::n:::zrat r州叫ゆr fi.e凶[社欧州 For a quantum 帆山
scillations are observed only in tile high bids in the quantum Hall regime[7o ， 711 ・ In
the pre叫 C帆山叫t…ppear in the vici州 ofい::τ:江こに
く B 壬 1.0 T) , and the oscillation amplitude reaches a maXlmum 

background peak 
When 山 disJr悦 energy levels coincide with th Fermi energy?some ofthe el飢ons

take the localized orbits Consequently, the total dihsi?n of the electrons in the ub  
. Because the discrete 

dot structure decreases and thus the magnetoresistance lnc 

energy levels successively intersect the Fermi energy as a function of magnetic ihldFthe 

nlaσT1etoresistance oscillates peEiodically---nearly equal to 

he  odatiomrMmgge山 that the area enωed by the orb山ユ the an訓n叫1北ti凶dω
A.This can be explained by taking into account t11e potential slopes arou 

Since the repulsive force around the antidots is comparable to the Lorentz force?electrons 

prefer tomove along the bisectors between adjacent antidots and to enclose almost the 

-ea of the order A. 

勺Oエニ;V e CdlM e白印a紅rA泊Boω似飢S託幻cil脳la凶a抗tiωi
rest凶ricted to enclose a constant a訂re印a even under d出i百erent ma碍gnetic fi.eldおs. This is the same 

;iimment asfor the narrow 伽11

4.3.6 Temperature dependence of oscillation amplitude 

illations is sensitive to tenlperature. A possible origin for もhe

:立i::p:2立11::::::1立;::;ニ::ニ:Ln:ご:了C:λよLe 山伽e叩rm叫ω山brωOωa必deni叫i
山 en 叫y level s勾P戸戸a瓜叩叫，C1∞1n略19 ムE. we model the orbit to be a si 一叩叫Pμle 0∞ne叶e←-dinlensS 

shown in Fig. 4.17. 1山吋d山

En =古 (η 一千f (4.8) 

where L is the circumference of the loop，や the flux through the loop , andηan integer. 
T山g En ̂-' E F and L = 4α= 800 肌 weobMM=13meV The:73;ニ::
here the then叫 br似ening becomes dominant , T = ムE/?5kB=43KP

with the 仰e訂rinlerι

ftωunction wi比七h respect tωo t叫he energy i臼S ~ 3.5kBT. - after ensemble-
Itd1011ld be Med that the AB oscillatiom observed here sujvm 

averaging for several hundreds antidots in t11e samples.The amp11tlide of conventional 

AB oscillations in series arrays of metal rings decreases in proportion to the square ro 
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し
Figure 4.17: A simple loop with a circumferｭ

ence L threaded by a 111agnetic fluxφ 

of the number of rings because the phase of the AB oscillations in each ring is sanlpleｭ

specific due to the random impurity configuration [74]. On the other hand , the present 
samples are made from a relatively impurity-free material and are engraved with the holes 

of alnlost the same diameter and the precise periodicity. The allowed deviation of period 

ムαfor maintaining the discreteness of the energy levels is 

ムα く (~~r 笠 (4.9) 

We obtain ムα く 11 nm, which is almost the same as the fabrication accuracy, 10 nnl. 
The robustness of the quantization is not clear in the present stage. 

We now conlpare our results with the previous experiments on the AB e庄éct in the 

a凶dot structures. Gusev et al. [75] have reported oscillations around zero lnagnetic field 

(B く 0.02 T). They ascribed the oscillations to the c∞ohere 川 back仁scat“七e訂叩r口i立I略 of elec 七ron 

[76司lト. Ts凶a叫北ki et αl. (け77可] reports the AB effect in Co出ino disks containing sq同時shaped

antidots. Although the anlplitude is weak (く 3% of the total magnetoresistance) , the 
oscillations continue up to 10 T , which suggests that the oscillations originate from a 

different mechanism from ours. 

4.3.7 Conclusion 

We have observed nlagnetoresistance oscillations in antidot lattices. Fine oscillations 

with a period of about h/ eA are found on a magnetoresistance peak res山i時 [rOln the 

formation of the localized orbits orbiting a single antidot. The amplitude is temperature 

dependent , and reaches a maximum at 2r・ C rvα. This phenomenon is estimated to be a 

111anifestation of the AB effect accompanied by the quantization of the localized orbits. 
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4.4 Coherent backscattering in antidot lattices 

4.4.1 Introduction 

1n this section , we describe magnetoresistance oscillations in antidot lattices [78] due to the 
coherent backscattering of ballistic electrons. There are two surprising points. The first is 

that the amplitude of oscillations is 20% of the zero-field resistivity, two order of magnitude 
larger than those observed in previous experiments with metallic microstructures. The 

second is that the anlplitude of the oscillations strongly depends on the lattice type. A 

triangle lattice shows large amplitude oscillations while a square lattice shows invisible 

oscillations. The saluple described in this section are made together with those described 

in Section 4.2. 

4.4.2 Oscillations in triangular lattices 

Two sets oflow-field magnetoresistance traces for a triangular lattice are shown in Fig. 4.18 

(a) and (b) for the temperature ranges 1.5 K く T く 14 K and 0.2 K く T く 1 K, 
respectively. (The magnetoresistance Pxx and the Hall resistance Pxy in wider range of 

magnetic field is shown in Fig. 4.9.) It is clear from these traces that around B := 0 they 

show oscillations periodic in magnetic field up to 0.3 T. Even though two sets of traces 

are obtained fronl two different cool-down procedures, the oscillation periods have the 
same value of 60 mT in both cases , almost equal to h/2eA , where A = -/3a2/2 is the unit 
cell area of the triangular lattice. Furthermore, the nlaximum of the oscillations always 
stays at B = 0, irrespective of different teluperatures and different cool-down procedures. 

The amplitude of the oscillations largely depends on temperatures. Figure 4.19 shows 

七he zero-field resistivity p = Pxx(B = 0) as a function of logarithnl of temperature. There 

is a deviation between two sets of data because they have been obtained in different coolｭ

down conditions. Resistivitiesρfollows log T , a form for the weak localization in two 

dimensional systenls, although there are deviations at lower temperature range. 
The conductivity amplitude ムP/ p2 of the oscillations is plotted as a function of temｭ

peratures in Fig. 4.20. Here，ムp is Pxx(B = 0) minus Pxx at the 自rst dip. At T = 0.2 K , 
the conductance aruplit吋e reaches 0.27e2/h 

The above experinlental results suggest that the oscillations have almost the same 

origin as the fρe oscillations in the diffusive regime predicted by Altsh山町 Aronov ， and 

Spivak (AAS) [76]. The period of the oscillations is determined from half of the magnetic 

fiux quantum for normal metal conductors threading through the mean area of the circular 

paths, which may be ahuost the sanle as the area of the unit cell of the lattices. The 

tenlperature dependence is sinlilar to the previous experiments on metals , showing the 
logarithnlic dependence on temperature. 

The nlost peculiar feature in our data is that the oscillation amplitude is very large, 
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reaching 20% of the zero-field resistivity as shown in Fig. 4.18 , lllore than two orders of 
magnitude larger than those observed in metallic structures ( :S 0.1 %). 

be understood in the framework of the AAS theory [76] because even in our sample the 

conductance amplitude of the oscillations is of the order of e2/ h as shown in Fig. 4.20. 

This is consistent with the theoretically predicted value '" e2/ h which is independent of 

the sample lnaterial in the diffusive regime. The large alnplitude comes fron1 the fact that 

the conductivity of the antidot sample is much lower than that of metallic samples. From 

this reason , the relative amplitude of the oscillations becomes large. 

This can also 

The 

Oscillations in square lattices 

N oteworthy is that the alnplitude of the oscillations depends on the lattice typぃ

oscillations are visible in the triangular lattice, but almost invisible in the square lattice 

even though the square lattice antidots have the sanle period αand almost the same 

diameter d as shown in Fig. 4.9. 

4.4.3 

Figure 4.19: Temperature dependence 

of resistivity ρat B = O. Closed circles 

and triangles correspond to the data 

shown in Fig. 4.18 (a) and (b) , respect-
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This great di百'erence can be explained by the lattice type dependence of the diffusion 

of ballistic electrons discussed in Section 4.2. 1n a triangular potential , electrons can 
not move straight and have a high provability to return to their starting point with a 

certain circular orbit , as shown in the right figure in Fig. 4.11. Since the interferenc 

circular orbits lnay be a n1ain origin of the 九/2e oscillations > the calculation suppo山 our

experin1ental results. 
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Comparison with a theory for the diffusive regime 4.4.4 

We compare our experimental data with a calculation for the diffusive regime. Doucot et 

al. [79, 80] derived resistivity correction for honeycomb networks consisting of diffusive 
wires based on the theory by Altshuler et al. [76] Conducting region in a triangular lattice 

of antidots is similar to the geometry although there may be wide regions surrounded by 

three neighbor antidots. The detail of the calculations is summarized in Appendix A. 

Although the calculation is valid for the diffusive reghne where the mean free path is 

n1uch smaller than the channel width, we use it to fit our data ignoring the contradiction. 
1n the fitting procedure we used three parameters; the phase coherence length l和 the

mean free path le , and the width of wire ω. 

Figure 4.20: Temperature dependence 

of the conductance amplitude of oscilｭ

lations , defined by ムP/p2. Here，ムP lS 

p at B = 0 minus Pxx at the first dip 

of the oscillation. The circles and tri-

angles correspond to the measurements 

of (a) and (b) , respectively 
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From the magnetoresistance at T = 1.5 K in Fig. 4.18 (a) , we obtain a good fitting 

to the experimental curve , as shown in Fig. 4.21 , with l� = 610 nm , le = 330 nm , and 
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ω= 20 nm. 

The mean free path used in the fitting is much larger than the channel width, which 
is inconsistent with the assumption of the calculation. This result shows that our h/2e 

oscillations are in the ballistic regime rather than in the diffusive regime. For precise 
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Figure 4.21: Qualitative comparｭ

ison between the theoretical resｭ

ults (closed circles) and experiｭ

mental data (ωlid line) at T = 

1.5 K. In this fit , we have liþ 二

610 nm , le 二 330 nm , andω= 20 
nm. 

comparison with a theory, a calculation for coherent backscattering in the ballistic regime 

is required. 

4.4.5 Conclusion 

We have observed large-amplitude h/2e oscillations in antidot lattices. The amplitude of 

the oscillations reaches 20%of the zero-aeld resistivitiesFtwo orders of magnitude larger 

than p民vious results with metallic micro似1山res. The 九/2e osci山。ns are (凶litely
i ble in the magnetoresistance of a triangular lattiωut are almost inv凶le i:n that of 

a square lattice.We expect that the probability for electrons to return to their startmg 

points is essential for the lattice type dependence. 
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4.5 Insulator to quantum Hall liquid transition in an 

antidot lattice 

4.5.1 Introduction 

There has been n1uch recent interest in the insulator-to-quantu1l1-Hall-liquid transition 

(IQHT) in disordered two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) systenls in GaAs-AIGaAs hetｭ

erostructures [81 , 82], delta-doped GaAs [83], and silicon nletal-oxide-semiconductor fieldｭ
effect transistors (MOSFET's) [84]. For a 2DEG with longit吋inal resistivity Pxx >>九j e2

at zero nlagnetic field , magnetoresistance decreases dran1atically with increasing nlagnetic 
field. At a critica1 magnetic fie1d Bc where the n1agnetoresistance is of the order of 九je2 ，

the tenlperature derivative of the resistance changes from negative to positive , so at Bc, 
the resistivity is independent of telnperature. Furthermore, the transition is continuous, 
showi凶ng scaling simi1ar tωo t凶ha抗t seen in the insu1ator-to-superconductor transition il凶n t山hi凶n 

五印仙1ms

In previous experiments [81 , 82, 83, 84] the 2DEG has been made insulating by r… 
ducing the carrier density. The conductance of the 2DEG decreases more rapidly than 

linearly with decreasing electron density because the reduced screening enhances scatter四

ing frOln potential fluctuations. In this section we describe experiments on a 2DEG made 

insulating in a different way; we use a 2DEG in an antidot lattice for the experiment. The 

disorder in this case presumably arises from the imperfections in the shapes and positions 

of the antidots. vVe directly determine the exponent that governs the divergence of the 

localization lengths on the insulating and quantum Hall sides of the transition, as well as 
the dynan1ical exponent that characterizes the IQHT. Although the IQHT is sin1ilar to 

those in disordered 2DEG systems, one feature is surprising. We 五nd that at low magnetic 

fields the localization length oscillates with magnetic fields with a period of fρeA and 

at high magnetic fie1ds the localization 1ength nlay oscillate with a period of hj eA 

The sample studied in this section is a triangular lattice of antidots fabricated together 

with the samples described in Sections 4.2 and 4.4. However , the zero-field resistivity 
is somewhat higher than those previously studied , possib1y because of different co01-
down procedure. The measurements were carried out in Center for Material Science and 

Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The samp1e was mounted on the 

cold finger of a dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of about 2.5 mK. Both the 

diagonal resistivity and the Hall resistivity were measured using a lock-in amplifier at 8 

Hz with a current of 0.1 nA. 

4.5.2 Magnetoresistance at low temperatures 

Figure 4.22 shows diagonal resistivities Pττversus magnetic field B for di百erent temperaも

ures. The zero-fie1d resistivity reaches 300 kf2, much 1arger than hj e2. By applying B , Pxx 
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deceases rapidly. Below the critical field Bc = 0.47:::f:: 0.01 T , the resistivity decreases with 
temperatures , whereas above Bc it increases with temperatures. The fixed point occurs 

where the value of p口 is 12 . 5 土 0.9 kf2, close to h/2e2 = 12.9 kf2. Whereas in conventional 

disordered 2DEG systems the magnetoresistance decreases monotonically with rnagnetic 

field near the IQHT, in the antidot lattice the oscillations are seen at both the lowest and 
highest fields. 

Figure 4.23 shows the diagonal resistivity and the Hal1 resistivity over a wider range 

of magnetic field. Very wide Hall plateaus are observed, corresponding to filling factors 2 

and 1. At the plateaus ， ρxx 忘 100 f2. From the transition between these (B = 4.9 T) , one 
finds electron densi ty η= 1.8 X 1011 cm-2, lower than the value 2.8 x 1011 cm-2 found for 

the 2DEG without antidots. The onset of the fil1ing factor 2 plateau is very close to Bc , 
indicating that the transition is frOlll the insulator directly to the quantum Hall liquid. 

(
口\
C
V
{
)
見
交

Localization length in insulator 

For a two-dimensional magnetic-field-induced phase transition, the characteristic length 
scale � diverges as JB -BcJ-v and the characteristic energy or frequency vanishes as �-z 
[85]. Because the states at the Fermi energy are localized on both sides of the IQHT, we 
can extract the exponent v directly from the data. 

At B = 0, the resistance is typical of a two-dimensional insulator, as illustrated in 
Fig. 4.24. There log Pxx is plotted for B く Bc as a function of T- 1/ 3• Below about 1 K , 
the data follow the Mott variable-range-hoppi時 prediction for two dimensions [87, 88], 

r (To ¥ 1/3l 
p = po exp I ¥ T ) I (4.10) 

4.5.3 

1.2 

Figure 422:Logarithm of diagonal resistivities pmversus magneticEeld B・ At B = 0 t上 品
同仕om top to botton1 , correspo山o t町ratures "-'0.025 , 0 は 0201025F03;

03530?070 肌 0 飢?川 080110?12714and 16K Data collapse is illustrated in 
the scaling plot in the inset for T く 1 K. 

0.4 

B (T) 

Fitting the B = 0 data for T く 1K 七o the form P = ρo exp[ (九/T)α] we find α= 0 . ~35士0 . 07.

To check the exponentα ， we plot Pxx at B = 0 as a function of T-1
/
3 in Fig. 4.25 (a) 

and as a function of T-1/
2 in Fig. 4.25 (b). The exponent is 1/2 when electron.-electron 

interaction becomes important [89 , 90]. It is clear that below "-' 1 K the resistivity depends 

linearly on T-1/3. We also check the average deviation of the experimental data from a 

fitt叫 line ， (ηー12L{同 Pi 一同附xp[(九/Ti )γ)1/\wherepo aMTh ared出mined
to fit the set of resistivities Pi at T = 1i く 1 K (1 :::; i 三 η) for eachα. 

in Fig. 4.26 , the n1inimun1 deviation is obtained around α= 0.35 rv  1/3 

conclude that the resistivity follows Mott's variable range hopping in two dimension with 

minor electron-electron interaction. 

As shown 

Thus we can 

Fron1 a fit withα= 1/3 we find 九= 5.7 土 0.3 K. The localization length is related 

to 九 by [88] 

と= j--;-主
Y kß九gF

where g is the density of states of the two-dimensional disordered system. Because of the 

antidots , g is less than the density of states go = m/π九2 of the unpatterned 2DEG. We 
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Figure 4.23: Magnetic 五eld dependence of the diagonal resistivity Pxx and the Hall resｭ

istivity P'.ry at the base tenlperature of the dilution refrigerator rv 25 mK. The electron 

同nlperature nlay be somewhat higher. 
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Figure 4.27: Localization length � as a 

function of Bc -B , where Bc = 0.47 T , 
plotted for 匤sulating s冝e (B く Bc )

The slope of the solid line gives an ex-

ponentν = 1. 86 土 0.08.
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. It is 

evident that the resistivity depends lim均 on T-
1
j3 below 1 K 

100 

Bc-B (T) 
10-1 

estin1ate that g is simply reduced by the fraction of area depleted by the antidots. We 

assume that the radius of the antidots is almost the same as the lithographic dimension. In 

this way we find g = 0.7go and � = 180 nm, close to the antidot lattice constant, 200 nm. 
For each field B く Bc we extract � in this way, using only data for T く 1 K. Figure 4.27 

shows logarithn1 of � as a function of logarithm of Bc -B where Bc = 0.47 T. Fitting the 

data for B く Bc to the power-law form，ご α IBc -BI ーペ we find v = 1. 86 土 0 . 08
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Localization in quantum Hall state 

Above Bc the dissipation results from hopping between localized states in the quantum 

Hall li午üd. As shown in Fig. 4.28 ， σXX ， obtained by ら = PX1: / (p~x + P~y) ， decreases as 

ten1perature decreases for B > Bc , indicating insulating behavior for B く Bc as well as 

for B > Bc. At B = Bc (0.47 T) , where Pxx has a fixed point ， σ口 shows a peak , where 
σxx has weak temperature dependence , indicating the transition point from insulator to 
quantum Hallliquid. 

For B > Bc , as illustrated in Fig. 4.24 ヲ σxx also follows the Mott form 

4.5.4 
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Figure 4.26: Averaged deviation of data from fitting lines. 

obtained around α= 0.35. 
Therefore，ご n1ay be extracted by Eq. 4.11 from σxx in the quantum Hall state , in the 
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Figure 4.28: Magnetic field dependence of diagonal conductivity σxx obtained by σ町二
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and 0.5 K. A peak at B = 0.47 T coincides with a fixed point in Pxx. 

Comparison with previous studies 
4.5.6 

same way that we extract i t from ρ口 in the insulator. Using this value of νwe plot 

~- l / v as a function of magnetic field in Fig. 4.29. This shows that the localization length 

diverges with the same exponent ， ν= 1.86 , on both sides of Bc. 

;I77ぷn(;itZL;;忠ぶ7hothhいhevaυ…va山 fo∞un凶d 匂by Krルnko 山
These authors assumewvariable range hopping in a Coulomb gap-

jJji当日 ;出店日出店五日
Our value of κ= 0 ・ 27 土 0 02is s eauS in the integer quan凶tum HaH effe氏ct [伊92 ， 93司]. 
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Although th?lue ofpm= 山土 0.9 kf2 at the 日xed po凶 n the anti似 latti…
町 ωto h/2e

2
, the crωr…nce d…ot appear 川一iふ

;ァJfJ;:;;::;:::::ごDLr:

Scaling behavior 

Studies of disordered 2DEG sy批nls [82, 84J have found good ag問ment with the proposed 

where f+ is for B > Bc and f-is for B く Bc. To match the variable-range-hopping form 

we lnust have the asynlptotic behavior f _ (Y) rv exp(yzv/3) for Y = IBc -BI/T1/zV →∞ 

When correlations are inlportant in the insulator one observes the hopping in the Coulomb 

gap which gives p '" Po exp[(To/T)門 [84 ， 89 , 91] and one would expect the density of 
states to display critical phenomena. However, for our case we see no evidence of such 
a gap and conclude that g is weakly dependent on B near Bc. Therefore, as discussed 
above , To α と-2α I Bc -B12v. However, the asymptotic behavior described above requires 
that (九/T)1 /3 α (IBc -Blzv /T)1 /3, which then requires z = 2. Using ν= 1.86 we expect 

ρxx to be a function of IB -Bcl/T1/3.7, and this describes the data quite well for small 
1 B -Bc 1, as seen in the inset of Fig. 4.22. It is clear that the oscillations do not scale in 
this way, because the positions of peaks and valleys are independent of temperature. 

( 4.13) ρm ニ Pof::t:_(IBc -BI/T1 /zν) 

4.5.5 

scaling relation [85] 
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Oscillations of localization length 

As nle凶or吋 above ， prominent oscillations are seen in P口 (B) (see Figs. 4.22 and 4.28) 

At low fields , in the insulating regime , the period of these is (53 土 11) r汀， close to the 

vallle of the 九/2eA = 59.7 nlT , where A = v'3α2/2 is the area of the unit cell of the 

a山dot lattice , corresponding to a flux h/2e through the unit cell. At high fields , above 
the 1QHT, the oscillations have approximately twice the period, 122 土 27 mT , close to 
119 mT, the value for one flux quantum per unit cell. 

Figure 4.30 shows that on a plot ofTl/310g Pxx as a function of magnetic field the size of 

the oscillations at low magnetic fields is approximately independent of temperature from 

0.15 K to 0.8 K. This indicates that the localization length oscillates with fiu.x through 

the antidot with period h/2e. We , therefore , suggest that the low field oscillations result 
from variations of the localization length caused by coherent backscattering. 

effect has been predicted for weak localization by Altshuler et al. [76 , 43司] and observed 

by Sharv引111 ar凶 Sha訂rv吋in [39司J. Altshu巾r et αal. [け76司] predict that the 九/2e oscillations die 

out when a fiux of order 九/e penetrates the conducting annulus surrounding an a凶dot.

The lithographic area of the antidots is about 0.3 of the total, so it is not surprising that 

only a few periods of the h/2e oscillations are observed 

Figure 4.30 also shows that when T1/310g σxx is p10tted as a function of magnetic 

field the size of the oscillations at high magnetic field is approximately independent of 

temperatures. This indicates that 吐lese oscillations result from periodic modulation of 

the localization length in the quantun1 Hall state. In the high 五eld limit , the localized 
states in the latter are expected to be those in which an electron is bound to an antidot , so 
i t is not surprising that their radius oscillates with flux through the antidot. Oscillations 

with period h/ eA have a1so been observed in a出dot lattices with higher carrier densities 

However , we believe that the latter oscillations have a different origin because the samples 

are in the ballistic 同inle ， where the mean free path is larger than the lattice constant[78] 

Parenthetically, we note that the similari ty of the slopes of Tl/310g Pxx versus magnetic 
field in Fig. 4.30 is consistent with our previously determined value of κ= 1/21./二 0 . 27

The scaling function (Eq. 4.13) predicts that the d logρロ /dB at Bc scales as T-κ. The 

sinlilarity of slopes in Fig. 4.30 thereby shows thatκ I'..J 1/3, close to the value 0.27 
deternlined above. 

4.5.8 

Such an 

1n conclusio l1, IQHT in an antidot lattice is investigated at low temperatures. The 1QHT 

is similar to that in other disordered 2DEG systems. There is a fixed point at which magｭ

netoresistance is independent of temperature, and the resistance displays the expected 
scaling behavior near the fixed point. We have extracted scaling exponentν 二二 1.86 that 

characterize the both sides of the transition. However, the 九/2e oscillations of rnagneto回
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Conclusion 

4.5.7 



~i c:t， ;:)n î.p. in the insulator and the 九/e oscillations in the quantum Hall state are peculiar to 

;戸川iJ;tsystem Ttmpparen 
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Chapter 5 

Concluding relIlark 

In this thesis , experimental studies are described of the ballistic transport and the interｭ

ference effects of two-dimensional electron gases in mesoscopic structures fabricated from 

GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructures. 

The magnetic focusing of ballistic electrons is investigated with a pair of wide twoｭ

dimensional electron gas reservoirs separated by etched regions and connected by a number 

of narrow wires placed in parallel with an equal distance. Although the wires are longer 

than the ballistic length, distinct peaks due to the magnetic focusing have been observed 
in the magnetoresistance of the samples. The specularity factor p of electrons for the 

boundary of etched regions is evaluated to be p 応 1 from the peak heights , indicating 
that the boundaries of the etched regions are almost specular. The ballistic length , measｭ
uring the linearity of the ballistic electrons , is found to be five times smaller than the 

conventional mean free path. The temperature dependence of the peak heights can be 

consistently explained by the screened remote impurity scattering at low temperatures. 

Anomalies in low field magnetoresistance in antidot lattices , two-dimensional arrays 
of almost circular depletion regions, are investigated. Samples with triangular lattice of 
large antidots show a peak at B = 0 in contrast to the results on the samples with a 

square lattice of antidots with the same diameter showing a small zero-field resistivity 

and a peak at a finite magnetic field. Large zero-field resistivity for a triangular lattice is 

caused by small diffusion of electrons in the potential. 

The quantization of localized orbits circulating around a single antidot is investigated. 

Magnetoresistance of the antidot lattice oscillates due to the quantization with a period 

of about h/ eA , where A is the area of the unit cell of the antidot lattice. The amplitude 

of the oscillations enhances at a magnetoresistance peak resulting from the formation of 

localized orbits circulating around a single antidot. 

The interference of ballistic electrons in the antidot lattices are investigated. The 

large-amplitude 九/2eA oscillations due to the coherent bad印刷ering are 0 bserved around 

B = O. The amplitude is two orders of magnitude larger than previous experiments on 

metallic microstructures. The h/2eA oscillations are definitely visible in the resistivity 
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山 tria悶a叩n削g引μu叫山lar la 
三 an explanation that in the triangular lattiCeS electrons ea. 

エロ;:ints ルon山te 川
The insula抗toωr tωo quantum Hall liquid trans剖1th1OIn1.ion is similar tωo those 

: ::ニ;:コe::ご::コ: J; ;;;::::::ご::j1Eむ:ご:::: :コ::z;:l ;:山出:出:22i::二t芯::Lp口T Zif 2 1 
ten1pe川U民 and the resistance displays expected 叫MPehuior near 

We ha e extra 1d exponents that characterize the translt10n for both the insulator and 

quantumHall:ふs. The 仰 oscilla抗tiωi
tions are observed e肝ve印n 1凶n t出ωhi店s s凶amPlke.We End that the oscillations correspond to the 

oscillations in the localization length. 
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Appendix A 

Coherent backscattering in diffusive 

honeycolllb networks 

In this appendix, a formula is shown for quantum correction to the magnetoresistance of 

diffusive metallic wires forming a honeycomb network [79 , 80] as shown in Fig. A.l. The 

formula is used in Section 4.4. 

The correction ムR by the weak localization [76] to the resistance R of the wire with 

the length of l , the width ω ， and the cross section S (the wire is a three dimensional 

structu吋， forming a honeycomb network is given by [80] 

ムR/R=

κ[ηcosh η- sinh η 

6 lηsinh η 

36 sinh 7] coshη . P~.a(9 cosh2 
7] - 3) T/ ( 4(3 -A)l/4 ¥ � 

元 [凶A2 一 lロ2+ ぷ一 A刈州A)l/ド戸1ν/叩2
for A く 0 ， and 

ムR/R 二
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Figure A.l: A honeycomb network 

geometry consisting of wires with the 

length of l and the width of ω. 



for A > o. Here ぅ A = P
p

,q(9 cosh2η - 3) and for A > 0, u and υare given by 

u ;凶 +4A-げ

i(A2 ー仙 4)門削U

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

where ηis defined by η = ljlφand l<� is the phase coherence length. The coe伍cient K, IS 

0 ・ s local conductivity of wire before the correction, 
defined by κ = 2e2ら j 1f九σoS ， where σ1 
川 =l んんoS 山un肌ω1n山凶nc凶lC叫ctω((巾(伏例k刈) 加伽10ω h山e c∞Oω叩叩I立m山n

K(k)=f/2dz(1 一 k2 sin2 
X)-1/2 

(A.4) 

The effect of the width of the wires can be included by replacing the phase c:oherence 

length with ら(B) defined by 

1.(B) = 1.(B = 0) [1 +千(千円一/う (A.5) 

whrI;321tJ:;JLmaMdegm 町三山間 gi叫y 附
九，1 (入) = 一入
P1 ，2( 入) =入2_6

P1，3( 入) = P2 ，3( 入) =一入3+9入 +3

P1 ，4(入) =入4 _ 12入2_8入+ 6 ~ _ r;;, 

一) =ーが+叫(ト竿)入2_ c; ーヂ)入ー 15
九 5(入) =ーが+叫 c; -竿)入2 _ (子学)入一 15

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A.10) 

(A.11) 

ional resistivity ρof the network and 
The relationship between the nominal two-dim 

the resistance R of wires is given by 

p= V3R 
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(A.12) 

List of syrnbols 

Some of the syn1bols which frequently appear in the text are summarized as follows. 

SYlnbol Meaning 

α period of antidot lattice 

area of unit cell of antidot lattice 

n1agnetic 五eld

diameter of antidot 

magnitude of electronic charge 

energYj electric field 

Fermi energy 

density of states 

density of states in two-dimension (= mj1f九2 ， including spin degeneracy) 

Planck's constant 

Plandピs constant (= hj2π) 

Current 

Boltzmann's constant 

Fermi wavenumber 

ballistic length 

mean free path 

phase coherence length 

sheet electron density 

specularity factor 

cyclotron radius 

temperature 

dynamical exponent 

power in variable range hopping function 

HaU mobility 

res﨎t� v� ty 

conductivity 

localization length 

A

B

d

 e 

E 

EF 

σ 
。

go 

B

F

}

 

'
九
九

r
i
k
K
1

句

l
T
1
u
v

ηs 

p 

T c 

T 

Z 

α 

μH 

P 

σ 
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